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QUASIA|{AIYTIC tsOUNE}ARY VATUES

C. L. CHILDRESS

1. Introiluction

Let g: R+*R+ (R+ is the set of nonnegative real numbers) be a convex

increasing function such that g(0):0 and t-Lg(t)**- as l**-. Define a

sequence {M,}n<z* (Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers) by Mn:exp g(n), nQZ+.
'We assume g grows fast enough to ensure that M,>n!, n€Z+.

Let Q be a domain in ck with 0 a point on its boundary bQ. we denote by

,il1,:s,ilt({M,}, O) the set of germs at 0 of complex-valued Whitney C- functions

f on Q (the closure of O) which are analytic in Q and satisfy the following growth

conditions on their derivatives: for each r>0 sufficiently small thatf is represented

by a function on O nloQ) (lo1r1:{zCCk: lzl-r,1=7=k}) there exist constants

A and B, which depend in general on both/and r but not on n€Z+, such that for
all nCZ+,
(1.1) sup lD.f(t)l = ABnMn.

a€(Z+)k,lal=n,
z(.Q)Ay(r)

(D":D2:6tap*...0fit, where z:(z', z*):(4, .'., zx) are coordinates on Ce,

a:(a1,...,d.X(Z+)k, and lol:or+...*ar.) We assume that do is quasianalytic

in the sense of Denjoy and Carleman:

(1.2) f e Ao and Df (O) : O for all a€(Z+)k imply f :0€dr.

Before going on, we remark that by the use of the logarithmic convexity of the

sequence {M,), it is not difficult to show that ,ilo is a local algebra with maximal

ideal mo:{f€.ilo:"f(0):0}. The quasianalyticity assumption is independent of

the'dimension k.If the sequence {M"} satisfies certain additional hypotheses, then

*y'* is closed under composition whenever the composition makes sense, and ./p

is also closed under differentiation. For a more complete discussion, see [2].

In this paper we consider a quasianalytic local algebra eo(M"D.we show a

weierstrass-Malgrange-Mather type division theorem does not hold in do(M"|)
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if k>2, ,ilo(nlfi is a proper subset of ,il,({M,}), andbeis c2 smooth and strongry
Levi pseudoconvex at 0. If, however, bo is Levi pseudoflat at 0, we prove a generic
division theorem holds in do({M,l), k>2. wefurther show in this case that division
is possible in .ilo(I[,] by every regurar erement of 0o, the local argebra of germs
at 0 of analytic functions. (The case in which bo is pseudoconcave at 0 is trivial,
since in this case do(M"\) reduces to @0. See L. Hörmander, [4].)

2. Preliminaries

The following proposition is any easy consequence ofthe closed graph theorem:

Proposition2.l- Let Ebe a Banach space and F:U,*__i Fn be aninductiue
limit of Banach spaces. If T: E*F is a continuous linear m.ap, tlr"n there exists a
positiue integer no such that T(E)e F,o. tr

We will apply this proposition to estimate the derivatives of the quotient and
remainder when we divide by a fixed regular element f€,ilk(M,\). The result will
be that the growth of the derivatives of the element we are åiuiai"g by/determines
the growth of the derivatives of the quotient and remainder.

For positive integers v and ff, let

Arr, n, N a Whitney C* function on A n Å,,(llv)

uno,??q 
o<1ffi,1=-,,lD"f 

(z)ll N" M'= * -)
z Q Al /u(t/v)

Note that for all positive integers v and N, Ao,u,n is a Banach space, and the induc-
tive limit Uifi:, An,u,* may be identified wiia.*oqa,y.

Fix .f -q,ilo(lM,)), which is regular in zo of order d. (tlis means -f(0):0f(0)l0zo:
-.'.:00-'f(o)102f;-1:9, while åf(0)l0zl*0.) Let vo be the smallest positive
integer such that/is represented by a function on /o(llv) for all v>vo. we define
a map

(q, r,,

:V" is

d

...,ra) -> g -fq+ Zj:L

g, (orv,No (9 Ak-,,",")) --"q,
N:l N:l

rrzfl-j,

Ak,u,N,

This map is continuous, for its restriction to each direct summand l6,u,ryo
(e f zo-r,","; is continuous. The assumption that the go(M,\) are quasianarytic
implies the map is injective. The map is surjective ir ana oniy ii'äiuirioo uylis pos-
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sible within do({M"\).If the map is surjective, the closed graph theorem implies
its inverse is continuous. It is to this inverse map that we apply Proposition2.l.

Given positive integers v=v. and N, Proposition2.T implies that there exist
positive integers v'=vo and -ly'', as well as a constant l, such that for each g(A1,,n,y,
there exist Q(A*,v,n,, and rr(A7-r,u,,N,, l=j= d, which satisfy

(2.r)

and which also satisfy

t2.2)

(2.4)

Then there exist

t2.5)

s - fq-r
the estimates

d

z
j:L

rizf'-j'

sup lup lD"riQ)ll?,{')" M"
n€Z+ a €.(Z+ )k- L, lal=n,

z, €Q) År" _1(L/v,)

= A sup sup IDPsQ)llIv" Mn,
n € z + o 

5 fåÅ";.' (r',ir*'

l=j=d, and

(2.3) sup sup IDP q(r)ll]'{')" Mn
n €z+ p €(v+)k, lf l€n,

z€QnAu(L/v,)

= / sup sup IDPsQ)llN"Mn.
n€z+ u 

f [",!Å";.'{r',ir"'

We summarize these results as a lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Let f(,ilkftM.\) be regular in zo of order d, and suppose that

diuision by f is possible within ,ilo({M,}). Let 4 be the smallestpositiue integer such

thatf is represented by afunction on Åo(llv) for all v>to. Giuen positiue integers

v>vo and N, there exist positiue integers v'=vo and N', as well as a constant A,
such that for each E(A*,r,y, there exist Q(A*,n,,y, and rt€Au-1,y,,N,t l=j=d,
which satisfy equation (2.1) and estimates Q.2) and Q.3). tr

We will need one technical lemma, which we now state. The proof may be

found in [2].

Lemma 2.3. Let )'(a):supnrr* lallMn for a€C, and suppose there exist
e>0, A>0, and C>0 such that

exp (ea) =- CL(a), a € R, a > A.

n >0 and fi =0 such that

M, s aB"n!, n€Z+. tr
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3. The case of a strongly pseutloconvex boundary

Let QECb be a domain with C2 smooth boundary bO, and assume O is strongly
pseudoconvex at O€bO. Then there is an open neighborhood U of 0 in Cft and a

C2 smooth function E: U*R with the following properties:

QnU:{z(U:E@)=0}
E(o) :0,
grad cp(O) # 0, and

the Levi form (0'EQ)10+0Zi)r=i,i=* is strictly

positive definite.

After analytic change of coordinates in Ck, we may assume E has the form

(3.1) EQ): rmzet ) cilz;1'z+o(lzlz),
j=L

where c;>0 is constant, I=j=k. (A proof of this fact may be found in Hörman-

der, [4].)
Let .ilr({nl\) be a proper subset of ,ilo({M"}), k=-2, a quasianalytic local

algebra as defined in the Introduction. Set z':(zt, ..., z*-r) and f(z):f(z', z*):
:zX+zr. Then / is an analytic Weierstrass polynomial of degree two in zo. Fot
a(C, set g(z,a):sio'n Note that for each a(C, g(0p9.il*({M"D. Suppose it
were possible to write for each a€C

(3.2) g : fqlrpp*r2,
where q : q (2, a) (.{k({M,}) and rr: rt(z', a), rr: r 2(z', a) € &x -J{M "). Since the

roots of f(z',zo):g are zk-til/4, it would follow from equation (3.2) that

(3.3) rr(z', a) : i(r'l/4 _ e-an\lr/4
Now consider only values of a(R with a=0. If z€A andlzl is sufficiently small,

it follows from equation (3.1) that Imzp=0. Thus, if a((Z+)k,lal=n€Z+, z€4,
and lzl is sufficiently small, then we get

lDZse, Ql = lall"t s-atmzu

= laltdt

= llalt"tlMp)Mp1

= )"(a)M".

Thus, for each a<0, g:g(2, a)€Ao.r.t. If we apply Lemma 2.2, ii follows that
there exist e1>0 and At=O, both independent of a, such that

(3'4) 
,.oå)l-ur, lr'(z" a)l = Aj"(a)' a < 0'
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Let e>0, z':(e,0,...,0), and zo:-16. If e is chosen sufficiently small, then

z'(A1,-r(e) and g@)--s,{crezIq,ez*O(e\=0, so that z€CI. Thus estimate

(3.4) yields

(3.5) le{; -e-"/illzfr= Al"(a), a < 0.

Since (eoG- e-'l-)1216 is asymptotic to e-'G121/E, inequality (3.5) implies there

exist constants ,4 >0 and K>0 , both independent of a, such that

(3.6) eli=KL(a), a>A.
Inequality (3.6) together with Lemma 2.3 now imply the existence of constants oc >O
and B>0 such that

Mo= a?nn!, n€Z+.

This implies ,ilp({M,\):,il1,q"1D, contrary to assumption. We conclude the Weier-

strass division theorem does not generalize to ,ile({M,}) when ,ilo({M,\)7,grfutD
and k>2.Indeed, we have shown that it isn't always possible to divide in .il1,({M,\'1

by Weierstrass polynomials from 0o-rlzo7.

4. The case ofa pseuiloflat boundary

Let QeCk, k>2, be a product domain with 0 a member of the pseudoflat

part of bO. Thus, let UrgC be any plane domain with 0€bUt, let U,:
:{z(C: lrl=1} be the open unit disc in the plane for 2=-i=k, and let Q:U.X
XUrX...XUo. Let d1,({M,}) be a quasianalytic local algebra. We show in this
section that a generic division theorem holds in do(M"|. We also show that divi-
sion is possible in ,ilo({M"\) by every regular element of @0.

By a generic monic polynomial rn zo of degree d we mean an element in Clzol

of the form Pa(21,, L):2f,+Zj:rIiti-i, where 2:(1r, ..., ),')€Cd.

Theorem 4.1. (Generic division theorem for &o({M,\).) Let Pa:Pa(2n,1)
be a generic polynomial in 21, of degree d. For each g(,ilo({M"|, there exists e>A
such that if )"(/a@), then there exist unique elements e:Q(2,1)e.il1,({M"}) and
tJ:tj(z', ),)eilk-L({M"D, l=j=d, such that

(4.1)
il

g - PaQ+ Z r,zfl-i.
j:L

Furthermore, all the germs in equation (4.1) are defined for (2, ).)((Q n/o@)\X/a@)
and are analytic in (2,1) on (Qa/o@))xlo1e1.

Proof. Choose 0<r<1 so that the germ g is defined on SnAoQ). Let
0<ö<r. By Cauchy's integral formula, if z(8nÅo(ö12), then

s(z):* Iffot.
l(l:ö

(4.2)
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Observe that
j

Pj((,A):(i+21,(i-t

-( [r,l]* 2' A,(i-l- ')*^,

- (P i -r((,'lr'* ̂
, 

,

and so

- 
^j 

_ (Pi_r((, A)- P j((, A).
Thus

P^((, A)- Po(to, tr)

j:L

- (pa_r((, A) +'i f- ),i)2fl-, - ,fl,j:L

j:L

4ro lr 1\ d-L

- z (Pi-t((, 
^) 

rf,-i - Z P j((, ),) zfl-i
j:l J:o

: ) (Pi-{L ).72X-i - ) P1-{L ).)2fl-i+rj:r j:L

-( 
-o \: ('2-] P ; - {(' t'>'i- t 

) (( -')'
Adding Po@*, )")r" O",O sides of the identity we have obtained, viz.,

pd((, 1)- pdeo, ).) : (åpi-{(, t)2f,-l ((- zo),

and dividing through by Pa(LI)((-z), we obtain

1_ _ poGo,I) * $ pi_r((,),0_i(4'3) (- ro Pa(, ),)((- zp) ' €, PoG, t)
Now choose s>0 such that 1(/o@) implies that the roots of Po(zr, ),) are

contained in År(ö12). If z€Q n/o@12) and ).(Ao@), substitution of expression
(4.3) for ll((-z) into equation (4.2) yields

cd) : [+*,[,ffi&a asJ roPo' t1

.Z,lr* Is+#ae)a-'
t\t:o
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Thus, we get an equation of the form (4.I) with

(4.4)

and

(4.5)

q(z,A):* t
l6l:ö

g(z', o
Po(L DG- z*)

dc

Let e:min(ö12,s), andnote lPoG,Dl>c>0 and l(-zoläe>0 for l(l:5
and )"€Å{e). We may thus differentiate under the integral sign in equation (4.4)

and obtain that q(2,,1) is analytic in (2,,1) on (O nÅe@))X/a(e). Also, since g(z)
represents an element of .il.({M,}) on AnÅy(ö), there exist ,41>0 and .81>0
such that for all n€Z+,

Thus,

sup lD'g(41 = ArBiMn.
q,€(z+)k,la,l<n,

z(en/k@) 
.

sup IDZ,gQ', Ol € ArBlMn. : '

d€(z+1t-r, wl<n,
(z' , €) e On Ak(l-)

Since lPr((,l)l and l?zÅ are bounded away from 0 for lfl:ö and. (z,L)e

e (Onlo(e))x /o@), it follows that there exist l>0 and ,B>0, both independent

of ( with l(l:ö and ).QÅa@), such that

sup ID\[gQ',)lPo(C, l)((- z))l = AB'M,.
a€(Z+)k,ldl=n,

zeeiAy(e)

We may thus differentiate under the integral sign in equation (4.4), estimate in a
straightforward manner, and obtain that if 1(Åd@), then q:q(2, ,1.) represents

an element of .ilo({M"}) on I n/1,@\ A similar argument shows that tf 1(/d@),
then ri:ri(z',l) in equation (4.5) represents an element of .{y-{{iV"\) on

A nÅo-r@) which is anatytic in (z',1) on (o n/o-r@))x4a(e) for l=j=d.
Finally, to prove uniqueness, suppose that

il
g: Paq* Z rtzf-i

j:r

: PaL* * o,rX-t,
j:1

where q:q(2, )), Q:QQ, l)<.ilk({M,}) and r.:r j(Z', ).), Fi:Fr(2', l)(d*-{{M"})
for l<-j=d and for each ,t€ Cd which is sufficiently small. Then for some e>0
and all (2, DC(n n/o@))x/o@),

* ?,(r', A)-vi(z', A)) rf,-i - Po(zo, A)(qQ, ),)- q(2, ),)).
j:1
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PoQo,l) hasexactly dzeros,while )j:r(riQ',l)-FiQ',),))zl-i isa polynomial
in zpof degree at most d-1. Thus rj:Fj for l=j=d and q:q. tr

Theorem 4.2. Let f:f(z)€01,, k>2, be regular in zp of order d. Then we may

diaide by f in ,ilo({M"}).

Proof. Since f(Oe is regular in zo of order d, we may apply the Weierstrass

preparation theorem in 0o to write
f: uP'

where u€9r, isaunitand P€9o-rlzpl isaWeierstrasspolynomialinzoof degreed.
Let g€.ile({M,). If we can perform the division

g: Pq'+r',

where q'(d*({M,}) and r'€d*-{{M,})[zo], then we can obtain the division

g : fqrr
by taking q:u-Lq'€dr,qM"\) and r:r'(,il*-t({M,\)lrol. Thus, wemay assume

f:P'
Choose a polydisc /e(r) such that the germ P is defined on /1,Q) and the germ

g is defined for z€8 a/oQ). Since P is a Weierstrass polynomial in zo, we can

findnumbersärwith Q<.6r<r,l=-i=-k, suchthat P(z)+O if lzol:5o and lztl=6t,
l=j=k-L. Let /1"(ö):{z€Ck: Itil=öi for 1=.i=k}. For z€Aa/o(ö), define

(4.6) q(z):# I#*&
tfl:rr

and

r(z) : 
^r 

, I Zl:': c) P(2" o- P(2" Zn) sr: El ,r,lo.Evfi 6- ro ue'

By the Cauchy integral theorem, if z(Q n/o(ö), then

I r!'"!) orP(z)q(z)*r7r): zn 
,oluu t_zk

: g(z)'

Since P is a Weierstrass polynomial in ze of degree d, r is a polynomial in zo of degree

at most d-1. We may differentiate under the integral signs in equations (4.6) and

(4.7) and see that q and r are analytic in z on A n/o@). Since g represents an ele-

ment of do({M"\) on QnÅo(ö), there exist lr>0 and ,Br>0 such that for all
n(.2+,

sup lD'se)l = ALBlMn.
d((Z+)k;lul=n,

z<fintuQ)
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Thus for all ( with l(l:öo and all n(Z+,

sup lD?,g@',01 = 
ALB\M,.

";Z.i;,;:')116"

Since P(z',O+o for l(l:öo and lril=öi, l=j=k-L, lP(z',01=c=o for

11l:60 and lz,l-öi|2, I=j=k-L. Also l(-"rl=öolZ for 14:6* and l"ol'
=öJ2. Let e:mint=i=nöi12. It follows that there exist ,4>0 and B>0, both

independent of ( with lil:öo, such that for all n(Z+,

sup lD\lg@',C)lP(z',O((-z)1|= AYM*
q€(Z+)k,lal=n,

z€AnÅk@)

We may now differentiate under the integral sign in equation (4.6) and estimate

in a stiaightforward manner to see that g fepresents an element of ,ily({M^}}

on I nÅo(e). A similar argument shows that r, given by equation (4.7), represents

anelement of .&o-t({M,})[zo] on Qa/1,@).

To prove uniqueness, suppose

. C-Pq*r:P4*7.
Then for some polydisc /o and all z(8 nÅo,

r(z)-f(z) : P(z)(7k)- s@).

For z,sufficienfly sma71, P(2"26)has exactly d zeros' while r(z)- i(z) is a polyno-

mial in zo of degree at most d-1. Hence F:r and Q:q' n

corollary 4.3. Let k>2, P(Lo-lzol be a weierstrass polynomial, and

f€.ilkqM,D. If fPe.ilk-r(M,\)lrÅ is a polynomial, thm f is a polvnomial,

fe.il*-J{M"\)lzr,l.

Proof. Since/P and P are polynomials in zkover dr-t({M^\), we may apply

the algebraic division theorem for polynomials to write

fp: pq*r,

where qr, r€,ilo-r({M,})[zr] and r has degree less than the degpee of P' By the

uniqueness part of Theotem4.2, r:0 and' f:q' Thus f€'il*-t({M,})lzol, as'

desired. !
In closing, we mention one final application of Theorem 4.2. Let R be a com*

mutative ring with unit and M be an Ä-module. M is a flat R-module if for every

exact sequence of Ä-modules A-B-C, the tensored sequence

M-*B M--C

is also exact. It is possible to use Theorem 4.2 to establish that do(M"D is a flat

ring extension of 01,, k>2. The details are so similar to those found in Nagel [7]'

however, that we choose to omit them.

a
R

AA
R

8M
R
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